Last night all over the land citizens gathered at Birthday Parties to honor the President and to join with him in the FIGHT AGAINST INFANTILE PARALYSIS. This year, as last, Notre Dame joins a few days late—purposely. Best Catholic way to regain health is to add to medical care and research the power of prayer. Best Patroness is surely Our Lady of Lourdes, Health of the Sick. Prayer-program follows in just a moment. But first—

Keith Morgan, general director of the President's anti-paralysis campaign, whipped up unusual interest with his MARCH O' TIMES. Won't you Notre Dame men get in the parade? Thursday night, first day of the Lourdes Novena for the Sick, the Students' Activities Council will send MARCHERS FOR DIMES into each hall after right prayer. Please, for the sake of straightening some poor kid's legs; for the sake of preventing yourselves or your friends from someday limping into this crippling disease LET GO OF YOUR DIME. This is the YEAR FOR OTHERS.

Nine Masses in honor of Our Lady of Lourdes will be said for all the sick, especially for those whose names you hand in. It goes without saying Fred Snide and Van Wallace, veterans of many novenas, will be remembered. Most of all, this year, count GEORGE BELTING in your prayers. Reasons tomorrow.

Then there are Benedict Chung, Mike Shannon, Jack Coughlin, Bob Cullen ill with T.F.

Last year you offered over 12,000 Communions in nine days for the sick. Make it 15,000 this year. Enhance the value of your Communions by daily assistance at the WHOLE Mass. Of course, stop off at the Grotto.

(The outside readers may send names, too.)